Regarding: Lunds universitet (Lund University)

Lunds universitet (Lund University), is a recognised state run independent higher education institution in Sweden.

Lund University has the right to award the following degrees:
* First cycle degrees: Högskoleexamen (University Diploma), Kandidatexamen (Degree of Bachelor)
* Second cycle degrees: Magisterexamen (Degree of Master [One Year]), Masterexamen (Degree of Master [Two Years])
* Third cycle degrees: Licensiatexamen (Licentiate Degree), Doktorsexamen (Doctor of Philosophy)
* A number of professional degrees

The degrees awarded by Lund University are equal and provide the same academic rights as degrees awarded by other recognised universities and university colleges in Sweden.

A complete list of all recognised higher education institutions can be found at: http://www.uhr.se/Bedömning-av-utlandsk-utbildning/Utlandsk-utbildning/Adresslista-over-universitet-och-högskolor/

If you have any other questions concerning higher education in Sweden, please contact our agency.
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